911 Heaven
Walter Rohrl

The Last Real Sports Car
Don’t you love a tea tray?
We explain how it works in
our Aerodynamics special...
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R

eal cars are now an endangered species. Ones that get you by
the scruff of the neck and entertain, amuse and provoke.
That’s why we have gone big on the 911. It has become fatter
and ever more expensive, but in a world of quite ordinary motors,
the 911 remains special. It was great that Porsche have produced
quality articles that allow us into the mind of Walter Rohrl. We also
enjoyed listening to what Laura Kukuk had to say.
With all that in mind, please sign the petition to tell the
government to think twice about banning the sale of affordable
and practical motor cars.
Kiran Parmar has told us all about aerodynamics and I apologise
for splitting it in two, sometimes the restrictions of a digital
format... Shahzad Sheikh is our Road Test Editor who tells you what
cars are like in the real world, driving a Honda Jazz, BMW Z4 and
Peugeot 2008 SUV. See you next time.
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News, Events &
Celebrations

Singer Off Road Racer with a Brit Connection
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Sporting Heroes
accepted challenge
to drift, slalom and
donut Caterham
Seven

Magnus Walker + 911 Flatnose
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DYNAMICS + LIGHTWEIGHTING SINGER STUDY - THE DLS
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LAURA KUKUK + PORSCHE HERITAGE DESIGN ED
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Laura
1 Porsche 911 Heritage Design Edition £136,643
2 Jeans - Marks & Spencer £19.5
3 eather Jacket - orden £149.
4 J per - Shein £14.99
Pendant eck ace - rgos £4.99
eck ace - Ets £19.
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Porsche 911

Heritage Site

Engineer Laura Kukuk is in demand all over the world as a sports cars
appraiser and classic vehicle expert. The 27-year-old takes a closer
look at the story behind the 911 Targa 4S Heritage Design Edition.
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Porsche 911
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Porsche 911

The driving legend explains what makes the 911 Turbo tick

Rohrl Call...
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Porsche 911 Turbo
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Technology

The GreatWall
Kiran Parmar explains what’s going on
around your car when you go for a drive.
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Porsche 911 Turbo

Continued on pages 26-27
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ECO VW OKO POLO

Back-Seat Driver

Bag for Life

Have your say
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Future Proof

TRON
TRACTOR

For more of the latest news and press releases go to freecarmag.com
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Here are
books
written by
some of
our
writers
and
Friends...INSPIRED BY EVOQUE
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World of Books

PEUGEOT 205 GTI - CORRIGAN
AMBERLEY PUBLISHING £14.99

THE MANCHESTER HEINKEL
MATTHEW CORRIGAN £8.99

OSPREY - MATTHEW CORRIGAN
EMPIRE £8.95

THE ULIMATE ‘BOOKS’ BY
DAVID MILLOY £8.00
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TV
Porsche
Book

It was supposed to
replace the 911 but
didn’t. A Supercar Grand
Tourer that has never
been bettered. Here is
the full story.

INSPIRED BY EVOQUE
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Wanted

PORSCHE Design
1919 Datetimer

AUTOGYLM DE-ICER

AUTOGYLM ULTIMATE
SCREENWASH £4.50
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Buy Now
ORDER: NOW
FROM
£45,955

GR SUPRA 2.0
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AVAILABLE:
NOW
FROM
£32,260

SKODA OCTAVIA VRS RANGE
Š

AVAILABLE:
NOW
FROM £42,595

KIA STINGER GT S
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Photography Kiran Parmar

The GreatWall
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Photography Kiran Parmar
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Ban on New Petrol +
Diesel Car Sales

FINALLY WINTER!

TYRES

REVIEW

#BrownCarGuy

Peugeot 2008 SUV

WATCH MY VIDEO REVIEW OF PEUGEOT 2008 SUV

T

he Peugeot 2008 is the
SUV companion to the
208 hatchback range.
Taller, more upright, it nonetheless retains Peugeot’s
family styling cues including
the aggressive front. Neat
touches persist along the
rest of the car, culminating in
subtle strakes in the c-pillar
and the intricately detailed
taillights.
Move into the front cockpit
though and the only giveaway that you’re not sitting in
the hatchback is that you’re
perched a little higher, more
upright, and for someone with
my 6ft 2in frame and lanky legs,
there’s slightly less manspreading as you seek to counter the
intrusion of the rectangular
helm. Behind which is that
extraordinary 3D holographic-style digital display.

Brown
CarGuy
Says...
Don’t make
them all
the same!
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The soft-touch carbon-effect
trim, the Lamborghini-esque
dashboard, touch-sensitive buttons and the overall
ambiance equals the 208’s
deal-clinching cabin. This latest
generation of Peugeots feel
less rattly, threaten less fragility and appear to promise more
durability than any of their
predecessors.
Move into the back and the
quality feel continues with
the sweet trim on this GT Line
PureTech level car with far better space for four six-footers
than the 208. There’s generous
space in the cargo area too
increased room and load capacity despite the space-saver
residing in the bottom.
This is the 2008 GT Line
1.2l PureTech 130 S&S with
the 132bhp edition of the

0-62mph in 8.9 seconds and
a top speed of 122mph. Fuel

consumption is quoted as up
to 50mpg and CO2 emissions
is 132g/km.
Prices start from £20k for the
base 101bhp edition, rising to
over £32k for the 155bhp GT
version. There’s also a 102bhp
diesel and a full electric
136bhp version. The car tested
starts at £26k.
The Peugeot 208 and 2008
are both brilliant cars serving up style and panache not
usually found in rivals. So
which should you get? Simple.
Love driving? Get the 208. Got
a family? It’s the 2008 for you.
Either way, neither will disappoint.

Maserati, Opel, Peugeot and
Vauxhall spanning across the
UK, France, Italy and America,
are all one group now - the
world’s fourth biggest car
company.
Such amalgamations are

not unusual and not always
unhealthy. But there is a danger that you end up with one
car having loads of different
badges on it. Many of these
marques are much-loved,
highly storied and with very
distinctive personalities.
Stella must make sure these
are preserved, or she’ll start
sliding down from fourth
place pretty quickly!

1.2-litre three-cylinder engine
(though an 8-speed auto is
also available). There is a little
notchiness in the change, but
overall it slips in and out of
ratios easily.
The driving experience may
be a little less rewarding than
the 208, but it’s more comfortable, long-legged and economical, yet remains competent
and agile, easily managed
around town and, best of all,
boasts a superb well-damped
ride. There is certainly suf-

S

tellantis - no that’s not a
reboot of the ‘Man from
Atlantis’ except this time it’s a
woman called Stella (actually
I should pitch that!) - it is in
fact the new name for the now
combined entities that used to
be PSA and FCA groups.
That means the following
(deep breath): Abarth, Alfa Romeo, Chrysler, Citroen, Dodge,
DS, Fiat, Jeep, Lancia, Ram,

REVIEW

Honda
Jazz
T

he Honda Jazz loves to
riff, innovating with magic
seats that mixed ample cargo
height into the capacious cabin,
through the simple idea of lifting its rear seat base for more
room. For the latest fourth generation edition it’s playing a new
you can have it in. A 1.5-litre petrol e:HEV which is like a hybrid
of hybrids.
Eh? Well full hybrids either
have an electric motor to assist the petrol/diesel ICE unit
in driving the car, or are ‘range
extenders’ where the engine is
there simply to charge the batteries – like carrying a portable
generator around.
The Jazz e:HEV kinda does
both. At higher speeds the engine is driving the front wheels,

WATCH MY VIDEO REVIEW OF HONDA JAZ

at lower speeds a clutch disconnects it and an electric
motor drives the wheels instead. Somehow it manages
do to this through a single-ratio gearbox. All this and it still
retains the magic seats – the
batteries are under the front
pews.

symbolic of its punching ahead
of the hybrid game. It achieves
impressive fuel economy somewhere in the 70mpg range and
emissions are around 100g/km
CO2. The 0-62mph acceleration
is dispatched in 9.4 seconds,
top speed is 108mph and it’s

yours for prices starting at below £20,000.
It remains fun to drive, if
somewhat less engaging, but
agile and easy to helm, with
a comfy ride and plenty of kit.
Jazz fans will not be disappointed – well it has a great stereo
too.

REVIEW

BMW Z4

WATCH MY VIDEO REVIEW OF BMW Z4

T

his BMW exists thanks
to Toyota. Yep! BMW
has had the Z1, the Z3
and even the Z8. Then they
replaced the Z3 with the Z4,
which got a successor. Then
the Munich massive lost interest and were looking to
send the Zs to sleep permanently – ‘nobody buys roadsters anymore’ came the
edict from the bean-counter
department.

Toyota called: ‘we want to
bring back the Supra, like we
did the 86. And we want to
cheat again – you up for a bit
of collab?’
So the Toyota Supra is really a coupe-bodied Z4, and
we have a third generation
Z4. The new Beemer is a little slinkier and cleverer. As
tested in sDrive30i guise it’s a
2.0 four-cylinder putting out
258bhp good for 0-62mph

acceleration in 5.4 seconds –
yours for £42k. You can get a
197bhp version for £38k, and
a sweet 3.0 straight six with
340bhp for £50k.
Even as an sDrive30i it’s a
quick car and keeps a wheel in
four different camps: sportscar, tourer, poseur and sex
symbol – that elongated bulging bonnet is potently symbolic. It’s cool, if not as headline-grabbing as the Supra.

And comfortable. Great seats,
fast heating, quick-acting softtop and gadgets galore.
It’ll glide down motorways,
cruise to your beach-front
property, attack back roads
with a rigid ride and swan up
It’s not cheap, but is somehow better value than a Supra, and it’s a roadster – so
buy this instead and prove the
bean-counters wrong!
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Sign This
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flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423
folding roller sliding and chain
screens for doors and windows for home
and business, diy kits only

